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CHAPTER 1

FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS

This chapter deals with some basic definitions and mathematical tools we will use in the deriVldion
oflocal and macroscopic fluid equations.

1.1 Definitions: Continuum, System and Control volume

Continuum

The continuum is a medium in which the smallcst volume under consideration contains enough
molecules to permit the statistically averaged characttristics to adequately describe the medium. A
continuum can also be defined as a substance that is physically continuous. Therefore, it possesses
properties that, if not constant, varj in a continuous manner. By a property of a sabstance we
mean any observable quantity that describes its state. The concept of a continuum cannot, obvi
ously, extended to a non homogeneous fluid. A pure or impurc substa!1c~ in which two phases are
present cannot be considered as a continuum, although each of thc phases may be so considered.

System

System is a part of a continuum that is separated from the res! for convenience in the formulation
of a problem. 1 he boundaries of a system may expend or contract, but it is assumed that the rest
of the continuum does not cross them during any change of the system. HJwever, energy and/or
momentum can cross these boundaries.

Control volume

The same as a system, except that the rest of the continuum may cross the fixed or deformable
boundaries of the control volume at one or more places.

1.2 Material and Spatial Coordinates

The study of the motion of fluids treated as continuum can be carried out in two different ways:

1. by inquiring how the positions in space, vclocities, accelerations and state of individual
fluid elements vary with time, or

2. by inquiring about the distribution of the flow vebcity, acceleration and state of a fluid in
a given region of space and the variation of these distributions with time.

The description of fluid motion concerned with the motion of every fluid element is known as the
material description, while that concerned with the state of motion '" each spatial position as the
spatial description.

At some instant, let us look at the fluid and identity a fluid particle located at a given position.
~

This position can be uniquely described by a position vector R that originates from an arbitrarily
chosen fix point a (Fig. 1.1). If we also chose a coordinate system in which the motion of the
fluid is to be studied and set its origin to the fix point O. then this position vector can be described
by a unique coordinate triple X. Y, Z. Later, the same part;cle i3 located at a position r that
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Figure 1.1 Motion of a fluid ele
ment at times 0 and 1.

originates from the same fixed point 0. Witho:!t loss of generality, we can take the first instant to
...1

be time 0 and later instant to be the time 1. Similarly, if a particle was initially at R at time 0 it
would be at -r' at time 1:. Consequently, the instantaneous positicn cf a fluid particle correspond-....
ing to r is a function of the initial position R and time "'. This statement, ir. the mathematical
form, can be presented with the following equation:

........ ....
r=r (R,1) or x =x(X, Y, Z,1:)

y =y(X, Y,Z,1)

z=z(x,r,Z,1:j

(II)

x,y,z are the coordinate triple corresponding to the vector r. The coordinate triple (X, Y,Z) which...
specifY the initial positicn vector R of the fluid particle is referred to as the "material coordinates"
of the particle. In a general manner. we can consider that every fluid particle has, corresponding...
to it, an initial position vector R and hence an initial coordinate triple ( X; Y, Z). The coordinate
triple (x,y,z) which specifY the position vector r of the fluid particle is known as "spatial coordi
nates." It will be assumed that the motion is always continuous, single valued and that Eq. (1.1)
can be inverted to give the initial position or material coordinates of the particle that is at any po
sition r at time t; that is:



.........
R=R (r,T) or x =X(x,y,Z, T),

Y = Y (x,y,z, T),

z= z(x,y, Z, T ).
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(1.2)

These equations are continuou8 and single valued. Physica!ly this means that a continuous arc of
fluid particles does not break up during the wotion or that the particles in the neighborhood of a
given particle continue in its neighborhood during the motion. The single valuedness of the equa
tiolls means that a particle can not split up aad occupy two places nor can two distinct particles
occupy the same place. Assumptions must also be made about the continuity of the derivatives.
The necessary ;:ondition for the inverse function to exits is the Jacobian be different from 0:

r
fix ex ax---ax or az

8(x,y,z) 0' Oy Oy
J = j)/X r Z) =I ax or oz

""IJzazoz
\. ax or az

'" o. (1.3)

...
We can easily see that, for a given R, Eq. 1.1 describes the path cf a fluid particle that initially
occupies this position. In tum, for a give!' time T, the same equation describes the transformation
of the region in space oscupied by a fluid particle at time 0 into a region occupied by the same
particle at time t:

1.3 Material and Spatial Derivatives

The description of a flow parameter such as specific mass, velocity, acceleration, temperature,
etc., can be done using material or spatial coordinates. The material description in which the 011
server travels with the iabeled fluid particle and records the changes in flow parameters is given
by:

...
'P ='P( R, T) . (14)

In turn, the spatial description in which the observer monitors a given point in th~ space and re
cords tne flew parameters of a succession of fluid particles is give:l by:

'P ='1'( r, T) (1.5)

Using Eq. (1.2) the material description of the flow parameters can changed into spatial descrip
tion as:

(1.6)

and conversely, the spatial descriptiO:l into material description by using Eq. (1.1):
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'I' ='I' r ( R, 't ), 'tJ

\.4

(1.7)

Associated with material and spatial descriptions, there are two derivatives with respect to time:

::. or (~)ii : deri·.ative with respect time while keeping Ii constant,

~ or (%.); : derivative with respect tlme while ke~ping -; constant.

We must distinguishes between the time derivative of a scalar vecto. field function, 'I' , as we fal-....
low the fluid particle which has been initially at the location R and the time derivative of the S'lme
function at a fixed position in space corresponding to -;. The first derivative, d'l'/ dt , is the rate
of change of 'I' an observer will record when moving with the particle and it is called the "maie··
rial derivative." The second derivative, 8'1'/iTt, i~ the rate of change an observer will record at a
fixed point -; and is called the "spatial derivative. "

Knowing that the derivative of the position of a particle is its velocity:

-+ d rv=-
dr

(\.8)

we can establish a connection between th~ material and 5patial derivatives. Let us take the de-
....

rivative ofEq. 1.7 by keeping R constant:

since ox/iJ't, oy/o't, oz/o't are the components of the fluid particle velocity and calling them
u, v, w we obtain:

d If 0'1' 0'1' 0'1' 0'1'-=U'-+V-+W-+
d't ox oy OZ o't .

It is convenient to write the above equation as:

(1.10)

(311)

'I' maya scalar or vector field function. This equation can be interpreted as follows: at a given
point in space, the function 'I' can change with time while at a given time, the same function
changes, in general, from one point to another in space. Since the material time derivative repre
sents the rate of change of 'I' as the observer follows a moving fluid element, it must represent the
sum of rates of both these changes.
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If If is interpreted as the velocity, v,of the fluid particle, we obtain:

-+d-+a ............a= - v= - v +v. Vv
dt ot

(l.l2)

Note that V; is a dyadic product of two vectors (Appendix I). This equation is the acceleration
of a fluid particle which represents the rate of change of velocity experienced by a fluid particle in
its motion. The term f) vI ih is called the l{lcal acceleration, since it represents the acceleration
felt by II fix observer at a given location in space. The local acceleration exists only in an unsteady

flow. The term v. Vv , which represents the acceleration experienced at a given instant by an
observer moving i'l space, is known as the convective acceleration. The components of the accel
eration vector are as fullows:

du 8u au au au--=u-+v-+w-+-
dt ox oy OZ 01'

dv 8v 8v 8v 8v-=u-+v-+w-+-
dt ox oy az at'

dw Ow Ow Ow Ow-=u-+v-+w-+-
d"t ax ay az ih·

(1.13)

(1.14)

(1.15)

1.4 Dilatation (Euler's Expansion Formula)

In Cartesian coordinates, the volume of a volume element dV with sides dx, dy, liz is given by:

JVxJ'': =dxdy dz (1.16)

However, for convenience we may decide to work with an other coordinates system which is des
ignated by ~, >"t, r, and the relationship between the two coordinates systems is defined by [he fol
lowing equaticns:

y =y(~, Tj,I;;),

z =z (~, Tj, 1;;)

(l.l7)

The abcve equ<.cions can be regarded as a mapping from the ~, Tj, I;; spaee to the x,y, z space. The
relationship between the elementary volume dVxJ'': and the elementary volume in the new system
of coordinates dVf,.".'(= df,dTjdi;;) according to the general mapping theory (Kaplan, 1972) is
given by:

(l.lS)
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where J is the Jacobian determinant of the mapping. From the above equation we can conclude
that the Jacobian measures the ratio of the elementary volumes dVx,y,z and dVf,M•.

Taking 1;, T], ~ as the material coordinates X, Y, Z , they are, thus, Cartesian coordinates at time 0
~

and dXdYdZ is tile initial volume dVo of an elementary parallelepiped about the point R as shown
. in Fig. 1.2. Because of the motion, this parallelepiped is moved and distorted but since the mo

tion is continuous it can not break up and at time 't, it is at the neighborhood of the point
->r=r (R, 't) (Fig. 1.2) . Since, on the other hand, for a given time 't , the equation:

x=x(X,Y,Z,'t)

y =y(X, Y,Z, 't)

z=z(X,Y,Z,'t)

(119)

describes a transformation of a region which was cccupied by a fluid at time 0 int;) a region which
is occupied by the same fluid at time 'to The new elementary material volume is, therefore, given

z

.................

..'
..•.....

Figure 1.2 Volume el
ment following the motion

Y of the fluid
a) Time 't =0
b) Timet = t.

by:

(1.20)

The above equation represents the dilatation, or expansion, of an element of volume as it follows
the motion of the fluid. The Jacobian must be finite, i.e., different from zero and infinite.
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We may also ask how the dilatation changes as we follow the motion. To answer this, the material
derivative of J ,i.e., dJldr. should be calculated. The derivation of this derivative is given by
Aris (1962) and by Owczarek (1968). Here we wiH only reproduce the result:

or

dJ ::: (au + av + aW)J
dt ax By 8z

(1.21)

(1.22)

1 herefore, the divergence of the flow field represents the relative rate of expansion of the fluid at
a giver: point. Eq. 1.22 is known as Euler's expansion formula.

1.5 Reyno!tk Tl'onsporJ Theorem

In Section 1.3> we established a relation between the material and spatiat time derivative ofa sca
lar or vector field function. In this section, we will derive a relation between the material lind spa
tial derivative of volume integrals of scalar or vector fields. This relation is known as Reynolds'
Transport Theorem.

Let \f(r, r.) be a scalar or vector field function and V(~) a nlaterial v·)lume moving with the fluid.
The integral of this function aver the material volume is:

'¥(t) == J '1'(" t) dV
J'lq

(1.23)

We are interested in detennining the derivative of \f'(t). Since the material volume changes in
time, we cannot take the differentiation through the integral sign. However, using Eqs. 1. 1 and
1.20 we car.. write the abcve equation as:

d
d f '¥V> t)dV== dd J \f[-r (R> t), t]JdVo
t J'lT) t ~

(1.24)

Since Va is a fixed volume at time 0, we can now take the differentiation through the integral:

.!!... J '¥(r, r. )dV::: J [fl'PJ + ,¥dJ]dVI] ,
dr. I1T) v. d t d t

and using Euler's expansion fonnula (Eq. 1.22» write:

d J -> f [d'¥ .......... y-d '¥(r, 't)dV::: -d + \f(Y' . v) dVo't qT) V. t

FinaHy> with Eq. 1.20 the above equation becomes:

d J --+ J [d'P --+ -> ]-d \fer> -c)dV= -d + '¥(Y' . v) dV-c J'lT} J'lT) t

( 1.25)

(1.26)

(1.27)
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Taking into account the relation between the material and spatial derivative (Eq. 1.11), Eq. 1.27
becomes:

d f r- f [O'P...... ... "'y-d 'P\r,'t)dV= ,,+v.V'P+'PV.v V.'t 'It) 'It) u't
(1.28)

...
From vector analysis, we know that the dot product of the dyadic product of two vectors with V
can be written as:

-lo ........... -+ --t-~ .... -+ ......

V . ab=a. Vb +bV . a

...
CaIJing ckv and b= 'P we obtain:

...... -+ -J> -+ -+ -+
V.'P v=v. V'P+'PV. v.

Therefore, Eq. 1.28 becomes:

.!l...f ... -f [i)~'" \IJ--;l
d

'P(r, 't)dV - " +v .. 1 JdV .'t 'It) 'It) u't

Using the divergence theorem of Gauss:

...
and interpreting B= 'P:;; , Eq. 1.30 takes the foliowing form:

d f ... f o'l' f ......-d 'P(r:t)dV= "dV+ 'Pv.dA't 'It! VIti u't A(tJ

... ...
withdA=ndA.

(1.29)

(1.30)

(1.31)

(1.32)

(1.33)

Eq. 1.32 states that the rate of change of the integral of a scalar or vector field fimctiOil 'i' taken
over a material volume V is equal to the integral of the rate of change taken over the volume fixed
in space (control volume) which instantaneously coincides with the material volume plus the net
flow of'P over the bounding surface (Fig. 1.1).

If we consider V ('t) as an arbitrary volume moving and deforming in space, and iii as the veiocity
of the surface of this volume (different from the velocity of the fluid,:;;), the Reynolds' transport
theorem becomes the general transport theorem or the Leibnitz nile:

.!l... f 'P(r 't) d V = f o'P(r, 't) dV +f iii 'P(r 't)dA
dt yt"t") J "tt) 8't A(T) ,

(1.34)

In this case, the volume V('t) is not a material volume but a geometric volume bounded by a sur
face A('t) which moves with a veiocity 0)
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Figure 1.3 Material and
control volumes,
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